is the languorous shot of the slow, winding caress of fingers and hands between ES and his lover in Divine Intervention (2002) that lingers on in the darkness of the cinema after departing from the screen; or perhaps the sight of a young girl living in the Shatila refugee camp opening an envelope from her pen-friend in the West Bank, only to find that it is full of soil from the village from which her family were expelled three generations ago: one of the many astonishing sights witnessed in Mai Masri's documentary Frontiers of Dreams and Fears (2001) . Yet it is not only filmmakers and viewers of Palestinian visual culture who find themselves pursued by haunting images. As the late, great poet Mahmoud Darwish demonstrated in an extraordinary and somewhat unclassifiable literary work called Absent Presence, the poetic imagination is also alive with ghosts -or, to put it more specifically, is inhabited by images of a spectral Palestinian past that refuses to be laid to rest:
Nostalgia is the groaning of rights which cannot produce proof of the power of rights in the face of the rights of persistent power. The groaning of houses buried beneath the settlements, which the absent bequeaths to the absent, the present to the absent, with the first drop of milk […] Nostalgia is the sound of silk rising from the mulberry to the one who is nostalgic for it, in an exchange of groans. (Darwish 2010: 85) How could one fail to be haunted by such lines? Rights, literally human ones, that groan, like the subject of a premature burial; homes whose erasure aches within the body to the extent that it is expelled through the very milk of the mother's body; and that surprising sensuousness, even eroticism of the silkworm-laden mulberry whose delicate threads intertwine so intimately with the nostalgic subject as to produce an exchange of groans. Yet the ghosts that rise from Darwish's text are more than simply haunting images: they are also the spectres of Palestine's deeply traumatic history and traumatised national consciousness, which surface as a dialectical interplay between visibility and invisibility, presence and absence in Darwish's imagination. The highly imagistic nature of the spectral Palestine in Darwish's Absent Presence seems to incite ready conversations with recent works of Palestinian video art by Sharif Waked and Wafaa Yasin, in which the fraught relationship between presence and absence, visibility and invisibility, past and present is also at stake. By placing these works in dialogue with Absent Presence -allowing them to commune with Darwish's ghosts, as it were -this article seeks to explore the complex visuality and visibility of Palestine's past within the present, and to reveal how the Palestinian moving image is animated by the presence of the spectral.
Darwish himself has come to assume a 'symbolic capital…so immense' (Antoon 2008: 4 concerns, and from a primarily political to more personal voice that had been developing within his work for some decades (Shehadeh 2002: 54) . Such a shift led to a crisis of interpretation for many critics, who struggled to reconcile his roles as 'the Palestinian national poet and as a poet of human "universals"' with one another (Bernard and Elmarsafy 2012: 2) . 2 As Saif al-Rahbi recognises, 1 1948 saw the foundation of the State of Israel and the consequent production of over 750,000 Palestinian refugees. Its catastrophic effects on the Palestinian population and nation, which included the erasure of historical Palestine and some 500 towns and villages from the map, means that it is viewed as a key site of historical trauma for Palestinians, many of whom have never been able to return to their homeland. (See Masalha 2012: 2) 2 Darwish's work has invited extensive critical interest, but it is significant to note that the vast majority of Darwish criticism focuses on questions of nationhood, exile and land within his work (see for example Alshaer 2013: 257-283 and Ahmed et.al. 2012) , though Bernard and Elmarsafy (2012) also emphasize the possibility of reading Darwish as a 'love poet', a term Darwish sometimes used to describe himself. Within this article, I explore the possibility of a symbiotic interpretation of the political and personal, exterior and interior, through the use of a psychoanalytic framework inflected with the 'worldly' attentiveness of postcolonial theory: an approach posited by an increasing number of critics who suggest that while 'trauma provides the best framework for thinking about the legacies of violence in the colonized/postcolonial world' (Rothberg 2008: 226) , 'trauma theory's foundation in Freudian psychoanalysis may be acknowledged as a point of departure [but one] that invites further expansion…towards non-western, non-Eurocentric models of psychic disorder and of reception and reading processes' (Visser 2011: 280) . In my attempt to engage such a strategy, I drawn directly upon Lila Abu-Lughod's application of psychoanalytic 'trauma theory' to both her own familial narratives of the Nakba, and the Palestinian context more broadly as a route into own interpretation of Darwish, Waked and Yasin's works. Thus I would suggest that although the motifs of spectrality, haunting, regression and apparition at play in this article clearly have their origins in so-called 'western' trauma theory, they undertake a process of travel and however, two recurrent themes resonate across both the political and personal streams of Darwish's work: those of 'absence and death ' (al-Rahbi 2008: 60 (Said 1992: 9) , and in Golda Meir's infamous declaration that
It is not as though there was a Palestinian people in Palestine considering itself as a Palestinian people and we came and threw them out and took their country away from them.
They did not exist. (Meir 1969: 12) translation (similar to Edward Said's own advocation of the need for theory to 'travel', or be applied across cultures) in a way that renders them illuminating and relevant within the Palestinian context. In Absent Presence, Darwish vividly evokes the existential crisis engendered by the Zionist Palestine that seem to affirm Freud's theorisation of trauma as an unresolved event that continues to surface in the (here, collective as well as individual) psyche 'like an unlaid ghost' (Freud 1909: 122) .
As Darwish puts it in Absent Presence, 'Aeroplanes chase the ghost in the air; tanks chase the ghost 6 on the ground; submarines chase the ghost in the sea, but the ghost expands ' (2010: 47) : the continual desire to erase the Palestinian presence also invokes a spirit of powerful, enduring presence in the Palestinian people; a presence that materialises in many ways -through community, through political solidarity, through resistance, and also through cultural expression, which collectively seek 'reclamation, a restoration of something lost […] a writing back into history of what has been deliberately erased' (Hamdi 2011: 23-24) . The absences that present themselves in Darwish's poetic imagination, then, are more than just lonely spectres who refuse to be exorcised: they are phantoms of an unfinished past seeking acknowledgement, even retribution through their visual presence. become 'more mobile, diffuse and widely disseminated' than any other visual medium, due in no small part to the readiness of its transition and transmission via online technologies (Makhoul 2013: 24; xvi). As a medium that sits part-way between the technical demands of narrative filmmaking and that is also receptive to the abstract, conceptual, primarily non-narrative language of artistic (Hon 2013: 178) . Most subversive of all, though, is the nature of the narrative that the martyr is recounting: not a statement of deadly intent, but rather, captivating stories of love and drama from the One Thousand and One Nights. Here, then, the 'terrorist' is playfully recast in the role of reluctant martyr, determined, like Sheherazade, to delay his own execution by spinning endlessly beguiling tales that enthral rather than alienate his audience. Thus, as Tina Sherwell notes, Waked's video work constructs 'an elaborate narrative of no conclusion…of continual delay, of postponement' (Sherwell 2013: 228) , which resists the inevitable drive towards absence -absence of living presence, absence of narrative complexity -that initially seems to be promised by the martyr's ghoulish appearance. Certainly, the spectral presence of absent place within Yasin's work bears clear parallels with Said's concept of 'contrapuntal consciousness' whereby, 'for an exile, habits of life, expression, or activity in the new environment inevitably occur against the memory of these things in another environment' (Said 2001: 186 ). Yet Yasin's particular use of the video art medium suggests a less ready reconciliation to her liminal positioning between presence and absence. Yasin's use of split-screen image and of mirror-image text echoing the audio narrative creates a sense of simultaneity within the work that is suggestive of an unsettling doubling and repetition of place and time, rather than simply of 'contrapuntal consciousness'. The effect of such doubling is in fact to evoke a much stronger sense of the 'uncanny', literally the 'unheimlich' or 'unhomely', described by Bennett and Royle as 'a kind of ghost-effect that haunts all words, however…"familiar" they appear to be ' (2004: 40) . Similarly, the 'imaginary houses of Palestine' are never presented as either securely familiar or unfamiliar in Yasin's work, and Yasin herself appears a somewhat incongruous, even ghostly figure, 'out of time' (as well as out of place) within the dilapidated, abandoned buildings that she curates. affirms, it is not a vengeful ghost that arises from this dialogue between presence and absence; rather, the spirit of that which lies at the very heart of the relationship between deceased and mourner, art and artist, place and memory, Palestine and its people: love. Whether in the form of Waked's silvertongued martyr recounting tales of romance, in the quiet care of Yasin's scrubbing hands determined to find traces of her past in the present or in Darwish's own nostalgic and desirous memories of homeland and of lovers, love surfaces in these works as a spirit that lifts the Palestinian moving image above a negative politics of perpetual erasure and anti-representation, revealing instead the inextricable connectedness of collective and individual, past and present, present and absent in the creative imagination. Ultimately, then, the presence of the spectral emerges as an animating rather than deadening force within these works and it is significant, therefore, that Derrida should also view the spectre not as a figure trapped in the past. In its insistence on a 'desire of resurrection', on inevitable and unstoppable return and on the inevitability of their being witnessed within both the present and the future, the figure of the spectre suggests to Derrida that in fact, 'the future can only be for ghosts ' (1994: 36-37 ). Darwish takes this even further and commands his reader: 'Do not look upon yourself in the way they write about you. Do not investigate the Canaanite in you in order to establish that you exist. Rather, seize this reality, this name of yours, and learn how to write your proof. For you are you, not your ghost… ' (2010: 22) .
The ghosts that appear to us in Absent Presence therefore gesture not towards what is lost but
to what remains present in the face of absence. In Darwish's gentle yet strident tone, they speak hauntingly of a 'right to return' in order to 'write their proof' into past, present and future alike.
Though drawing on very different aesthetic strategies, Waked and Yasin also animate this spirit within their own work, using the video art medium to imagine, record and (re)present their own conversations with the absence/presence dialectic in a way that ultimately enables them to follow Darwish's command and 'write their proof': proof both of a vital connection to a past that refuses to absent itself quietly, and to a vibrant creative present that they have themselves set in motion. -----------------(2009) What Remains. Video performance, 13 minutes.
-----------------(2010) The Imaginary Houses of Palestine. Video art, 7 minutes. 
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